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STM observations of GaAs(110) showing the top and bottom zig-zag rows of the surface
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We present an unusual image form of the GaAs(110) surface observed in cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy in UHV. It clearly shows the zig-zag row formed between the cations and anions in the top row of the GaAs(110) surface, as well as traces of the bottom row that lies between the top rows. It thereby closely resembles the true atomic lattice usually depicted by ball-and-stick models. We interpret the occurrence of this image form in terms of a chemical bond that forms between the apex of the tip and the nearest Ga atom in the top row of the sample surface. The formation of such a bond has recently been predicted theoretically. The results thus show that the tip-sample interaction, when it becomes significant, can give rise to entirely different and interesting image forms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the work of Feenstra et al., the common way to interpret atomically resolved scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of GaAs(110) has been that the image shows either the Ga atoms or the As atoms in the top rows of the surface, depending on the polarity of the applied bias voltage (Fig. 1). At that time it was already known that the (110) surface of GaAs possesses four surface states, which are all located energetically outside the fundamental band gap of the semiconductor. Two of these states lie energetically inside the valence band (A5, A4) and two inside the conduction band (C3, C4). The same work also shows that the spatial distribution of the A5 and A4 states is centered on the top-row anions (As) of the surface, whereas the spatial distribution of the C3 state is centered on the top-row cations (Ga). The distribution of the C4 state is centered mainly on the top-row cations, but the C4 state also has some amplitude on the top-row anions as well as on both atom species in the bottom rows of the surface.

The (110) surface of several III-V zinc-blende semiconductors was studied in more detail by Ebert et al., who showed that the different surface states each have a different spatial distribution within the surface unit cell. As a result, the atomically resolved STM image of such surfaces may change very significantly in appearance as a function of applied bias voltage. The (110) surface of InP has recently been described theoretically by Engels et al. in great detail. The work explains that the surface state usually designated as C4 in reality consists of several empty surface resonances, each having a different spatial extent and slightly different energetic location. Close to the surface (2.23a0 = 1.1 Å from the outwardly rotated P atoms), the C4 state is centered on both the cations and anions and appears as a zig-zag row. Further away from the surface (6.53a0 from the surface anion) the state shows up as maxima centered on the cations extending along [110]. In the literature, several papers exist that report bias-voltage-dependent changes in the morphology of atomically resolved STM images of the GaAs(110) surface. These changes are interpreted in terms of the four surface states contributing in varying relative amounts to the total tunneling current. The usual Tersoff-Hamann theory provides an adequate basis for this interpretation.

However, some types of atomic morphology are reported that have more than one atomic maximum per surface unit cell, and that therefore cannot be interpreted in terms of different surface states contributing to the total tunneling current. In one such case, it is shown explicitly that the image form involves a reduced tip-sample distance. The result is interpreted in terms of tip-induced electronic states that are formed between the tip and sample as these two approach each other closely. At the same time, recent theoretical results indicate that a chemical bond may form between the apex atom of the tip and the nearest Ga atom in the top row of the sample surface, if the tip-sample distance is sufficiently reduced. It is thus clear that occasionally effects are observed in atomically resolved STM on GaAs(110) that cannot be explained within the framework of the usually applied Tersoff-Hamann theory.

In this paper, we report an unusual image form of the GaAs(110) surface that we have observed when imaging the empty states of the sample surface. It clearly shows the zig-zag chain formed by the Ga atoms and As atoms in the top row, as well as traces of the second zig-zag chain formed by the Ga and As atoms in the bottom row of the surface. In doing so, it closely resembles the true atomic lattice which is
usually depicted by the ball-and-stick models of the GaAs(110) surface found in many textbooks. We think that this image form arises when a chemical bond forms between the tip and sample in the way that is described by Ke et al.\textsuperscript{17} To our knowledge, no STM images of GaAs(110) that show both the top and bottom rows of the surface have been reported in the literature until now.

II. EXPERIMENT

The STM work was performed in UHV (Omicron STM-1 setup operated at $4 \times 10^{-11}$ torr) on in situ cleaved GaAs samples. Doping concentration\textsuperscript{18} (Si) was $10^{18}$ cm\textsuperscript{-3}. Our tips are etched electrochemically from $\phi .25$ mm polycrystalline tungsten wire. After heating, Ne\textsuperscript{+} tips are etched electrochemically from $\phi .25$ mm polycrystalline tungsten wire. After heating, Ne\textsuperscript{+} ion self-sputtering, and bombardment by an Ar\textsuperscript{+} ion gun, our tips routinely yield atomic resolution on GaAs/InP(110) (apex radius $\sim 10$ nm).\textsuperscript{19} The bias voltage is applied to the sample. Our STM setup is equipped with a “dual mode” feature, which enables us to apply one set of scan parameters (bias voltage, tunneling current, feedback parameter) on the forward scan and another set of parameters on the backward one. We can thus image a given area of sample simultaneously for two different sets of parameters. All images shown in this paper are height images $[z(x,y)]$ that were obtained while operating the STM in constant-current mode.

We apply a background correction to the images that involves a “line-by-line tilt correction.” From the height along each fast scan line (horizontal in the images) a linear fit is made, which is then subtracted from the original height curve along that scan line. This same type of correction is commonly applied as an on-line correction during the acquisition of the data. In our measurements, the tip is usually scanned with a frequency between 2.5 and 5 Hz. External vibrations with a frequency of a few hertz tend to raise or lower a fast scan line, and also to tilt it. When the scanning frequency of the tip is larger than four times the frequency of the external vibration, the vibration introduces only little curvature into the height profile along the scan line. This line-by-line correction is then very effective in filtering out the effects of such low-frequency external vibrations without otherwise altering the data. The effectiveness increases when the method is applied to smaller cutouts of a frame.

The same background correction can also be applied to all pixels lying in a line perpendicular to the fast scan direction (vertical in our images). Figures 2(b) and 2(c) below are cutouts from larger frames, where the top right corner is chosen inside a depression in the surface. The height surfaces $[z(x,y)]$ are thus warped instead of planar. We eliminate much of this warping by applying the line-by-line correction first in the horizontal direction and then in the vertical direction, which allows us to show details of the atomic lattice in all portions of the frame. For Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) this method is inapplicable since the dopants that are shown in the frame lie completely inside the frame. We have therefore used a band-pass fast Fourier transform filter to show details of the lattice.

Atomic resolution on semiconductor surfaces is usually understood in terms of electrons tunneling directly into or out of surface states. The STM images are then essentially microscopic maps that show the lateral variation in intensity of the density of states (DOS) associated with (combinations of) the surface states (Tersoff-Hamann theory).\textsuperscript{9} An important point in this theory is that the tunneling matrix element is proportional to the local sample surface DOS evaluated at the position of the center of the tip apex atom: The STM image shows the vacuum tails of the surface states. A direct consequence is that in the framework of the Tersoff-Hamann theory features in the sample DOS that lie within the surface layer do not appear in the STM image. We will refer to this process as “regular tunneling.”

III. TRUE LATTICE RESEMBLANT CORRUGATION

The image form that we report occurs occasionally as an anomaly when we make voltage-dependent images of GaAs(110). So far, we have observed the image form, which we label “true lattice resemblant corrugation” [TLRC; see Fig. 2(a)], when imaging the empty states of $n$-GaAs(110) using a small value for the bias voltage ($0 < V_{bias} < 0.5$ V). The image form is stable for a variable amount of time: It sometimes lasts no longer than several seconds or a minute, or it can last for up to 30 min as we have observed on one occasion. The TLRC image form can be reproduced, but we cannot obtain it at will or in a very controlled manner. The method that we apply to obtain the TLRC is by imaging the (110) surface of GaAs at positive sample voltage so as to produce normal-looking atomic resolution, which we can obtain routinely. From that point, we gradually decrease the applied bias voltage and/or increase the tunneling current, so as to decrease the tip-sample distance. Some of these attempts produce TLRC images; the others simply fail with a tip crash.

The appearance of TLRC always involves a sudden transition from the normal imaging mode, in which the atomically resolved lattice of the GaAs(110) surface appears as it usually does (see, e.g., Refs. 1, 5, and 19), to an anomalous mode that involves TLRC. An example of such a transition is shown in Fig. 2(c). In this particular case, the onset of TLRC involved a sudden transition from the normal morphology of the atomically resolved lattice (bottom of the frame) to an anomalous from that we have called the “preform” (top of the frame). TLRC itself occurred when the applied bias voltage was further reduced after the appearance of the preform. During other measurements, we have also observed transitions from the normal to the anomalous tunneling regime in which there was a direct change from the normal-looking image to TLRC, without the preform appearing first. The change from the normal tunneling regime to the anomalous tunneling regime does not necessarily occur at the same moment that the bias voltage is changed: In Fig. 2(c), for instance, the transition occurred some time later, i.e., at a moment when the bias voltage was constant. The difficult part of obtaining TLRC is causing this transition to occur.

The image mode that we have called TLRC is shown in Fig. 2(a). The atomic lattice consists of parallel zig-zag rows (A and B sites). Between these rows, a second set of zig-zag rows appears as well (C and D sites). These rows lie 10 pm...
below the rows belonging to the first set. This arrangement closely resembles the true atomic lattice shown in Fig. 1(a). It is possible to switch between TLRC [Fig. 2(a)] and its preform [Fig. 2(b)] by changing the bias voltage (+0.25 and +0.45 V at 35 pA). Furthermore, the effect is very sensitive to the tip-sample distance: At \( V = +0.35 \text{ V} \), the image shows the preform with TLRC in the dark areas [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The change from preform to TLRC occurs over several nanometers (36 Å). When imaging a Si dopant, the dopant shows the preform while the surrounding lattice shows TLRC [Figs. 3(c), 3(d), and 2(d)]. It is thus clear that TLRC and the preform are related, and that the preform involves a slightly larger tip-sample distance than TLRC. As the fast scan direction is horizontal, the images also show very clearly that the transition between TLRC and its preform is reversible.

Close comparison of the lower and upper parts of Fig. 2(c) shows that the B sites in the preform coincide with the atomic maxima in the bottom part of Fig. 2(c). We can thus identify the B sites in the preform [see Fig. 2(b)] as top-row Ga sites. A line drawn along [001] through the B and C sites in the preform would thus pass through the top-row Ga sites of the surface. From Fig. 2(b) it is evident that such a line would pass through the atomic maxima of the preform, as well as over the bridges connecting the B and C sites. We have drawn such a line from the central maximum of the dopant shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In Fig. 3(d) it can be seen that the line coincides with the B sites of the TLRC, which we thus identify as Ga sites in the top row of the surface. The A sites must then correspond to the As sites in the top row.
FIG. 4. Our interpretation of TLRC. Due to the tip-sample interaction, the buckling angle of the surface is decreased. This causes the C4 state to come down in energy. Electrons can now tunnel resonantly through the displaced C4 state, giving rise to TLRC.

IV. DISCUSSION

This discussion consists of two parts. We will first discuss our own interpretation of the results presented in this paper. This interpretation assumes a shorter tip-sample distance than usual, resulting in the formation of a chemical bond between the tip and sample as described by Ke et al. The second part explores the plausibility of an alternative interpretation which assumes that the effect of TLRC is caused by an unusual density of states at the tip apex (tip DOS).

In earlier literature, STM images obtained in the filled-state mode showing both the Ga and As atoms in the top row of the surface were reported by Jäger et al. and by Heinrich et al. In Ref. 10 it was shown that this type of imaging involves a significantly smaller tip-sample distance than usual. To our knowledge, however, no STM images also showing traces of the bottom zig-zag row have been reported in the literature. An image form similar to TLRC has also been observed on InAs(110).

From the model and experimental results to be presented in Ref. 5 concerning “normal” atomically resolved images of GaAs(110), it is clear that for small positive sample bias the distance between the tunneling tip and an n-type sample becomes very sensitive to changes in the applied bias voltage. Also, the tip-sample distance can rapidly decrease to a few angstroms at small bias voltage. The voltage at which the rapid decrease in tip-sample distance sets in depends on the exact value of the tip work function. The tip work function, in its turn, varies from one experiment to the next and usually also changes when a spontaneous change in the tip DOS occurs. However, given the fact that TLRC occurs for low bias voltage, the hypothesis that the mechanism behind it involves a short tip-sample distance is logical.

As well as the likely tip-sample distances involved in the anomalous tunneling mode that produces TLRC and its preform, we also have to consider the effects of tip-induced band bending (TIBB). Feenstra and Stroscio have considered TIBB for a tunnel junction between a GaAs(110) surface and a W tip in detail. The tip work function is taken as 4.5 eV, although the work function of a typical W tip can vary by about 0.3 eV. According to Ref. 20, the TIBB is positive (i.e., the bands bend upward in energy-band diagrams such as Fig. 4) when a positive sample bias voltage is applied. Moreover, for small values of the applied bias voltage (0 < \( V_{\text{ample}} \) < 0.75 V), the amount of TIBB is larger than the bias voltage itself. This leads to the situation that at small positive bias voltage the electrons tunnel from the tip through a surface depletion layer into the conduction-band-related bulk states (BCB states) of the sample. This surface depletion layer can be more than 10 nm thick. In a forthcoming publication we intend to present a study of the voltage-dependent changes in the morphology of the atomically resolved GaAs(110) surface in the “normal” tunneling regime. A necessary part of that work involves detailed consideration of the effects of TIBB occurring for a tunneling junction between a W tip and a GaAs(110) sample surface. Feenstra and Stroscio’s notion that for n-type material and a tip work function of 4.5 eV the electrons tunnel from the tip through a surface depletion layer into the bulk of the sample when a small, positive sample bias voltage is applied is fully consistent with our own results to be published in Ref. 5.

Recent theoretical calculations predict that the (110) surface of GaAs undergoes some very significant changes as it is being approached closely by a tip. The calculation was carried out in order to model the atomic resolution recently obtained in noncontact atomic force microscopy (AFM) on GaAs(110). Using a four-atom Si cluster to represent an AFM tip, it has been predicted by Ke et al. that the Ga relaxes outward under the influence of the tip-sample interaction. When the tip approaches the sample surface to within 3 Å, a chemical bond may form between the Si apex atom and one of the Ga atoms in the top row of the surface. The vertical displacement of the Ga atom in this configuration can be up to 1 Å. This decreases or even partly reverses the buckling angle of the surface, since the displacement of the As atom for a tip-sample distance of 3 Å is less than the displacement of the Ga atom. If the tip is withdrawn again, the tip-sample distance has to be increased to about 5 Å before the bond between the apex atom and the Ga atom is ruptured. When, after the formation of the bond, the tip is approached closer still, the Ga atom and Si apex atom relax slightly further. For a tip-sample distance of less than about 2 Å, the interaction becomes repulsive. The method used by Ke et al. was based on earlier work by Perez et al. in which the tip-sample interaction between a similar Si tip cluster and a Si(111) surface was modeled in great detail. A calculation similar to the one performed by Ke et al. has also been carried out for InP(110) by Tobik et al., showing that the relaxation of the InP(110) surface under the influence of tip-sample interaction differs from the relaxation predicted for GaAs(110).

The decrease of the buckling angle by itself has a profound effect on the electronic structure of the GaAs(110) surface. As has been shown by Chelikowski and co-workers, the C3 state moves up in energy whereas the C4 state comes down. For the unrelaxed (truncated bulk) surface, the C4 state lies energetically near the middle of the bulk band gap whereas the C3 state lies in the bulk conduction band. The significance of this is that it thus becomes possible to image only the C4 state at small positive bias voltage (and thus small tip-sample distance) due to the tip-induced structural modification of the sample surface. The C4 state is localized on both the Ga and As atoms of the top zig-zag row and also has a localization on the atoms of the bottom zig-zag...
row of the surface. References 4 and 6 predict that if the C4 state is imaged at small tip-sample distance the top zig-zag row will appear in the images, showing both the top-row Ga and As atoms. If the localization of the C4 state on the bottom zig-zag row were to show in the image as well, the result would be an image similar to TLRC. Due to the upward tip-induced band bending that we expect for n-GaAs being imaged at small positive sample bias, a significant semiconductor barrier (depletion layer) will be present between the tip and the bulk conduction-band states involved in the tunneling process. We propose that the electrons tunnel resonantly through the C4 surface state, so that the C4 state spatially modulates the tunneling current so as to produce the TLRC. For this to occur, the C4 state would have to lie energetically well inside the band gap, which is exactly the expected energetic location of the C4 state if the buckling of the surface is eliminated due to the tip-sample interaction (see Fig. 4). It must be kept in mind, however, that the above considerations are based on calculations for the GaAs(110) surface with an altered surface reconstruction, while it is in all other respects assumed to be unperturbed. If the tip-sample interaction has other significant effects besides a decrease of the buckling angle, the interpretation will become more complicated. A more rigorous treatment than given here will then be needed.

We have considered alternative possible explanations for TLRC. The most important one is the hypothesis that TLRC is caused by an unusual tip state. The central idea is that the tip DOS is such that the regular surface DOS of the GaAs(110) surface is imaged twice. If the two atomically resolved images are shifted with respect to each other, the resulting image might show two maxima and two minima per unit cell. An unfortunate arrangement of these two images could, in theory, result in an image similar to the one shown in Fig. 2(a). Although this mechanism would in our view fail to explain the observed dependence of TLRC on the tip-sample distance and bias voltage, the thought in itself is hardly surprising: The sudden transition shown in Fig. 2(c) looks very similar to the image obtained when a spontaneous tip change occurs during scanning.

For the images shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we can exclude the possibility that the tip used in the measurement had a double apex as the dopants (D) and adsorbates (A) visible in Fig. 2(d) do not appear twice in the image. This does not rule out the possibility that the tip apex ended in a microfacet consisting of several atoms rather than in one single atom. We suspect, however, that for most of our tips only one electronic state protruding from the tip apex is active in the tunneling process as we routinely obtain (normal) atomic resolution with our tips on GaAs(110) immediately after first tunneling contact [see also the bottom part of Fig. 2(c)].

For a tip that ends in a single atom, some electronic states exist that have two spatially separated lobes extending equally far toward the sample surface (see, e.g., the $d_{xy}$ state). Let us now consider the likelihood of occurrence and possible effects on the STM image of such a “double lobed” tip state with regard to TLRC. Based on the results of cluster ($W_4$ and $W_5$) calculations it is generally agreed that for a tungsten tip ending in a single apex atom a $d_{yz}$-like surface state dominates the tip DOS near the Fermi level. In the same energetic region a $d_{yz}$ state is also predicted, but this state carries only a fraction of the total tunneling current ($10^{-4}$) when such a cluster is brought close to a model surface. Even when a tip-sample distance of 3 Å is assumed in these calculations, the $d_{yz}$ state dominates the $d_{xy}$ state. According to Sachs and Noguera s- and d-type states dominate the DOS of a tungsten tip apex near the Fermi level, although a p-type state may dominate the tip DOS if a foreign atom is adsorbed on the apex.

A very important point has been made by Kobayashi and Tsukada by simulating the tunneling process between a graphite surface and the bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals of the H$_2$ molecule. If the active tunneling orbital has two spatially separated lobes that both carry a portion of the tunneling current, the resulting STM image need not be a superposition of the two independent images. The two tunneling currents interfere with each other. In the case of tunneling between the bonding orbital and the graphite surface, the calculated STM image is similar to the ideal STM image of graphite. For tunneling between the antibonding orbital and the graphite surface, the image becomes severely distorted, but does not lead to a doubling of the observed periodicity. A distorted image similar to the one found for the antibonding orbital is predicted for a $d_{xy}$-like orbital and for the tunneling active orbital of a (110)-oriented W tip with a missing apex atom.

At first sight, these results appear to be in conflict with the experimental results reported by Giessibl et al. and by Park, Nogami, and Quate. The latter authors report the occurrence of two superimposed, independent images of the adatom pattern of the (7×7) reconstruction of Si(111). It must be noted, however, that the tips used in their experiment were used immediately after ac etching, without further in vacuo treatment. This means that their tips must certainly have had a thin oxide layer on them. An oxide layer with saturated bonds clearly does not represent the situation considered in Ref. 28. Furthermore, the adatoms in the 7×7 reconstruction of Si(111) lie relatively far apart (7.68 Å). It is possible that the tip has imaged each of the adatoms separately, rather than having an interaction with the electronic structure of the surface lattice as is the case for tunneling on an atomically flat surface.

The results by Giessibl et al. concern frequency-modulation atomic force microscopy images of Si(111)-(7×7). Giessibl et al. report the observation of a substructure in the images of the adatoms in the Si(111)-(7×7) surface, which they attribute to the presence of a Si nanocluster on the apex of their tip, from which two spatially separated electronic lobes protrude. This result shows that the interference effect described by Kobayashi and Tsukada is a property of the tunneling current emanating from a double-lobed tip state: When, as is the case of AFM, the tip-sample interaction forces rather than the tunneling current is used as the basis of the feedback mechanism that controls the z movement of the tip, the interference effect is apparently not observed.

We expect that our own tips, given the elaborate in vacuo...
occasional occurrence of TLRC and related image forms 10–12 certainly has equal relevance to STM images as well. The conductor surface and a nearby tip17,22,23 was meant to ex-

change in drastic and poorly understood ways. Although the sample interaction does become significant, the images can change in drastic and poorly understood ways. Although the recent theoretical work on the interaction between a semi-

We propose that the image form arises when a chemical bond forming between the tip apex atom and the Ga atoms in the top row of the surface as the remaining interpretation.

At this point, the physical meaning of atomically resolved STM images of the (110) surface of GaAs and other zinc-blende III–V semiconductors seems well understood as long as the tip-sample interaction remains small enough for the Tersoff-Hamann theory to apply.4,6 However, once the tip-sample interaction does become significant, the images can change in drastic and poorly understood ways. Although the recent theoretical work on the interaction between a semiconductor surface and a nearby tip17,22,23 was meant to explain the recently obtained atomic resolution on zinc blende (110) surfaces by dynamic scanning force microscopy.33 it certainly has equal relevance to STM images as well. The occasional occurrence of TLRC and related image forms10–12 on such zinc blende (110) surfaces shows that the tip-sample interaction can profoundly influence the appearance of the atomically resolved lattice in STM. Although this influence is often unwanted, it can in principle also be used to obtain additional image forms. Understanding these image forms, and making use of the tip-sample interaction to obtain them, holds interesting challenges for theorists and experimentalists alike.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We report an unusual image form of the GaAs(110) surface that occasionally occurs when imaging the empty states of that surface. It closely resembles the true atomic lattice. We propose that the image form arises when a chemical bond forms between the tip and sample in the way that was predicted theoretically by Ke et al.17 This involves a significant reduction of the buckling angle of the surface. For the free GaAs(110) surface, such a reduction of the buckling angle is known to shift the C3 and C4 surface states, causing the C4 state to lie well inside the band gap of the semiconductor.2 If electrons then tunnel resonantly through the shifted C4 state, the resulting image will show the localization of the C4 state within the surface layer, resulting in TLRC.

We have considered the possibility that the image form we observed might have been caused by an unusual electronic state present at the apex of the tunneling tip. From simulations of tunneling between a multilobed tip state and a sample surface that are reported in the literature, it seems unlikely that such a tip state will lead to an image form with more than one atomic maximum per surface unit cell.28 The results give a clear perspective on a very interesting way to image the (110) surface of GaAs.
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